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Staging the Tyrant 
on the Seventeenth-Century French Stage 
b y  
NINA EKSTEIN 
The tyrant is a frequent figure of seventeenth-century theater. While not 
as ubiquitous as young lovers, fathers, or kings, the tyrant is a persistent 
subset of this last group throughout the period. Like so many elements of 
seventeenth-century theater, the tyrant has it origins in antiquity, both in 
terms of political theory and drama.1 Tyrants first appeared on the stage of 
fifth-century Athens,2 and the legends and histories of the tyrants of 
antiquity are often repeated on the French stage of the seventeenth century, 
from Herode sending Marianne to her death, to Brute assassinating Cesar, 
to Neron eliminating his rival with poison. "Eternelle peur, la notion de 
tyrannic a toujours ete le vrai centre des tragedies," according to Christian 
Biet.3 Politically speaking, tyranny is not an idle abstraction in the seven­
teenth century. The rise of absolutism strongly marks the period from 
Richelieu and Louis XIII to the apotheosis of Louis XIV. With the rise of 
absolutism came the real potential for tyranny. In Jean-Marie Apostolides's 
terms, 
a cause de l'etendue du pouvoir absolu, la hantise de la tyrannie tra­
verse toute la pensee politique et la liuerature du xvue siecle.4 
Before going any further, it might be useful to discuss what was meant by 
the term tyrant in the seventeenth century. There are two basic types of 
tyrants, the usurper-tyrant, who has obtained the throne in a non-legal 
fashion, and the oppressor-tyrant, who abuses his legally acquired position 
I See A. Andrewes, The Greek Tyrants (London: Hutchinson, 1956). Tyrants have 
drawn the attention of political theorists and philosophers dating back to Plato and 
Aristotle. 
2 Rebecca W. Bushnell, Tragedies of Tyrants: Political Thought and Theater in the 
English Renaissance (Ithaca, New York: Cornell University Press, 1990): 5. 
3 "<Edipe dans la tragCdie du XVII• si�cle: memoire mythologique, memoire 
juridique, memoire genealogique," PFSCL XXI, 21 (1994): 509. 
4 "Image du �re et peur du tyran au XVII• si�le, "PFSCL X (1978-1979): 200. 
PFSCL XXVI, 50 (1999) 
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of power.5 While the issue of usurpation comes up frequently in seven­
teenth-century plays dealing with tyrants, it is rarely differentiated from the 
tyrannical exercise of power.6 Thus the abuse of power is characteristic of 
almost all seventeenth-century theatrical tyrants. While this abuse of power 
may take many forms, it centers on the individual placing his private self­
interest above the common good and above the law. Tiridate in Georges de 
Scudery's l' Amour tyrannique sums up the general position: 
Les Rois soot au-dessus des crimes (1.1087).7 
The tyrant, no doubt as a consequence of the abuse of power, is strongly 
associated with cruelty, violence, and uncontrolled passion.8 
5 I am borrowing the terminology "usurper-tyrant" and "oppressor-tyrant" form 
Robin Carter ("Fuenteovejuna and tyranny: some problems of linking drama with 
political theory," Forum for Modern Language Studies 13 [1977]: 313). The original 
Latin terms for the two are a titulo and ab exercitio. 
6 Jacques Truchet, in his excellent article on the subject of tyrants in the French 
theater, notes that usurpation often leads to tyranny in the exercise of royal functions, 
and gives the examples of Tristan L'Hermite's La Mort de Seneque and Racine's 
Britannicus, both depicting Neron ("La Tyrannic de Gamier a Racine: criteres juridi­
ques, psychologiques et dramaturgiques," in L'/mage du souverain dans /es lettres 
fran�aises, Ed. Noemi Hepp and Madeleine Benaud [Paris: Klincksieck, 1985): 258). 
7 Georges de Scudery, L'Amour ryrannique, in Theatre du XVW siecle, vol. II, Ed. 
Jacques Scherer and Jacques Truchet (Paris: Gallimard, 1986). The principal plays 
dealing with tyrants that are discussed in this paper are the following (in chronological 
order): 
Pierre Du Ryer, Aretaphile (1618) 
Theophile de Viau, Pyrame et Thisbe ( 1621) 
Georges de Scudery, La Mort de Cesar (1636) 
Tristan L'Herrnite, La Marianne (1637) 
Pierre Du Ryer, Lucrece (1638) 
Georges de Scudery, L'Amour ryrannique (1639) 
Pierre Corneille, Cinna (1643) 
Tristan L'Hermite, La Mort de Seneque (1644) 
Pierre Corneille, Heraclius (1647) 
Pierre Corneille, Pertharite (1651) 
Pierre Corneille, Sertorius (1662) 
Villedieu, Manlius (1662) 
Villedieu, Nitetis (1663) 
Pierre Corneille, Attila (1667) 
Jean Racine, Britannicus (1669) 
Jean Racine, Mithridate (1673) 
8 Furetiere, in his Dictionnaire universe/, defines a tyrant first as a usurper; his 
second definition is: 
un Prince qui abuse de son pouvoir, qui ne gouverne pas scion !es loix, qui 
use de violence et de cruaute envers ses sujets. 
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The question of the appropriate reaction to this abuse of power was de­
bated for many years throughout Europe. Tyrannicide was one possibility. 
Henri II and Henri IV were both felled by assassins convinced they were 
ridding the land of a tyrant. Charles I of England was accused of being a 
tyrant and his political difficulties eventually led to his being deposed and, 
in 1649, decapitated. In theoretical terms, distinctions were made between 
usurper-tyrants and oppressor-tyrants; it was often felt that the people could 
legitimately take action only against the former.9 The sacred status of the 
king's body made the assassination of any legitimate ruler, however tyran­
nical, highly problematic. While political theory and the theater hardly ap­
proach the problem of tyranny in the same manner, they are not entirely 
unrelated. In his Pratique du theatre, D' Aubignac counsels against present­
ing tyrannicide onstage because of respect for the sacred status of the 
king.JO Consequently, few tyrants are killed during the course of the plays 
in this period. I I D' Aubignac was obviously sensitive to the political 
ramifications of enacting the death of a tyrant. Such ramifications need to 
9 According to Caner, sixteenth-century Spanish jurist-theologians Soto and Molina 
make the distinction between the two kinds of tyrants and judge that it is not permis­
sible for private citizens to kill "oppressor-tyrants." Under cenain circumstances they 
might kill "usurper-tyrants" ("Fuenteovejuna," 315). See also Robert S. Miola, "Julius 
Caesar and the tyrannicide debate," Renaissance Quarterly 38 (1985): 284-85, on the 
right to kill tyrants. 
10 Parmi nous le respect et !'amour que nous avons pour nos Princes, ne peut per­
mettre que !'on donne au Public ces Spectacles pleins d'horreur; nous ne vou­
lons point croire que !es Rois puissent etre mechans, ni souffrir que !curs Sujets, 
quoiqu'en apparence mal-traitez, touchent !curs Personnes sacrees, ni se rebel­
lent contre leur Puissance, non pas meme en peinture; je ne croy pas que !'on 
puisse faire assassiner un Tyran sur notre Theatre avec applaudissement, sans de 
tres-signalees precautions[ ... ] la seule usurpation contre la volonte des Sujets ne 
seroit pas assez considerable pour faire mourir sans quelque horreur un Souve­
rain par la main des rebelles. (Geneva: Slatkine Reprints, 1971: 73). 
Couton points out that 
Les Fran�ais du xvne siecle sont eleves dans le respect des pouvoirs etablis, 
consideres comme voulus par Dieu du fait meme qu'ils sont etablis. Un ecrivain 
est done tenu de legitimer un detronement, meme du tyran. (Corneille, <Euvres 
completes [Paris: Gallimard, 1984). vol. 2, 1371, n. 2) 
11 An exception is Phocas in Corneille's Heraclius, a play that is exceptional in a 
number of regards. Interestingly, A. Robert Lauer reports that in the theater of the 
Golden Age in Spain, the tyrannical monarch was generally killed during the course of 
the play: 
He is slain, whether he is a usurper, a pretender, a legitimate sovereign, or, in 
some cases, a negligent and deficient king. He is murdered not only on the basis 
of natural law, but also on moral and political grounds. (Tyrannicide and Drama 
[Stuttgart: Franz Steiner Verlag, 1987]: 12). 
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be considered whenever a tyrant appears on stage. Indeed, it is legitimate to 
speculate about why a given playwright might choose to write about tyrants 
and tyranny. Perhaps some stage tyrants are to be read as a warning to 
monarchs to resist the temptations of tyranny. On the other hand, the inten­
tions of playwrights may be more seditious.12 Madeleine Bertaud argues 
that Theophile de Viau's representation of the tyrant in Pyrame et Thisbe 
constitutes a condemnation of monarchy.13 Franco Moretti suggests that 
by putting the tyrant on stage, English tragedy 
disentitled the absolute monarch to all ethical and rational legitima­
tion. Having deconsecrated the king, tragedy made it possible to 
decapitate him.14 
French playwrights may have shielded themselves from any potential 
recriminations growing out of possible similarities between the onstage and 
the reigning monarch by favoring usurper-tyrants rather than pure op­
pressor-tyrants. Most of the tyrants on the seventeenth-century stage are in 
fact usurpers of some sort while the reigning monarchs of the period were 
not. Although it is not the focus of my project to examine the political 
intentions of the playwrights in writing tyrants into their plays, it is worth 
considering that the tyrant is hardly a neutral figure in the political context 
of the period. 
Tyrants are thus in all likelihood depicted on the seventeenth-century 
stage in part because of their putative ties with political reality.ts Tyrants 
are also favored by playwrights for their natural affinities with the stage. 
The raw display of power and force is eminently theatrical. Monarchy is 
almost invariably linked to pomp and display, and tyranny is an extreme 
t2 According to Bushnell, 
In fifth century Athens and Renaissance England, it was recognized that the 
theater was potentially subversive, especially in its representation of contro­
versial political figures, past, present, and fictional. ("Stage tyrants: The cases of 
Creon and Caesar," Classical and Modern Literature 7.2 (1987]: 71). 
t3 "Roi et sujets dans Les Amours tragiques de Pyrame et Thisbe de Theophile de 
Viau", Travaux de litterature 6 (1993): 148. 
14 Signs Taken for Wonders: Essays in the Sociology of Literary Forms, trans. 
Susan Fischer, David Forgacs, David Miller (London: NLB, 1983): 42. 
15 James D. Matthews, for instance, suggests that the many images of a tyranaical 
sovereign parallel the concentration of power in the hands of Richelieu and Louis XIII 
("The Tyrannical Sovereign in Pre-1640 French Tragicomedy: Political Statement or 
Dramatic Necessity?" L'image du souverain dans le theatre de 1600 d 1650. Actes de 
Wake Forest, Ed. Milorad R. Margitic and Byron R. Wells, Biblio 17, Vol. 37, 
Tiibingen, 1987: 155). 
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form of monarchy.16 The tyrant as an exceptional being, a figure of excess, 
commands our attention.11 Through this excess, the tyrant becomes larger 
than life, heroic in his stature, albeit not in his morals. He is himself a 
spectacle, a kind of monster who gives us a frisson of pleasure even as he 
may frighten us.18 The tyrant is thus a creature of theater, both constituting 
and us ing spectacle for his own narrowly focused ends. 
Perhaps the most frequent setting for the dramatic tyrant in the seven­
teenth century is baroque tragicomedy.19 The baroque appreciation for 
excess lent itself well to the tyrannical king and his displays of fury and 
violence. Typical of the tragicomic tyrant plays is unbridled sexual desire 
and a sudden conversion at the end. The most despicable desires, projects, 
and acts suddenly evaporate in the last scene and the tyrant is reformed. In 
Villedieu's Manlius, for example, the tyrant, Torquatus, desires the woman 
his son loves and condemns his son to death so that he might have her. 
Torquatus changes his mind at the last minute and all live happily ever 
after. Incestuous desire is a recurring motif in the tragicomic tyrant as well. 
In Du Ryer's Aretaphile, Nicocratte first desires Aretaphile and then later 
16 Truchet puts it well: "II existait une sorte d'harmonie prc-ctablie entre le theatre 
et la monarchic; rien de plus thcatral que la royautc." (Jacques Truchet, La Tragedie 
classique en France [Paris: PUF, 1975): 97). Elsewhere, he says that tyranny lends 
itself to "une dramaturgie merveilleusement spectaculaire" ("La Tyrannic de Garnier a 
Racine," 263). 
17 Fontenelle explains the draw of tyrants: 
Les vices ont aussi leur perfection. Un demi-tiran seroit indigne d'etre regardc; 
mais !'ambition, la cruautc, la perfidie poussees a leur plus haut point, devien­
nent de grands objets ... (Reflexions sur la poerique; quoted by Maurice Baudin, 
The Profession of King in Seventeenth-Century French Drama [Baltimore: Johns 
Hopkins Press, 1941): 33). 
H. B. Charlton says: 
a favorite character is the tyrannous king, and the reason is obvious. The office 
of kingship provides a maximum of the maesta and decoro which the dignity of 
tragedy demanded, and the prerogative of kingship a maximum of power for the 
provision of unmitigated cruelty and horror. (The Senecan Tradition in Renais­
sance Tragedy; quoted by James Crapotta, Kingship and Tyranny in the Theater 
of Guillen de Castro [London: Tamesis Books, 1984): 23). 
18 See Helene Merlin's discussion of the monster in the seventeenth century, "Ou 
est le monstre? Remarques sur l'esthetique classique" (Revue des sciences humaines 59, 
n. 188 [1982]: 179-93). Indeed, the term "monstre" recurs frequently in these plays. 
See, for example, La Marianne 1.1335, La Mort de Seneque 11.412 and 1743, Manlius 
1.1477, Nitetis 1.157, L'Amour tyrannique ll.283 and 1210. 
t9 Matthews shows that the tyrannical king was a typical figure of baroque theater 
("The Tyrannical Sovereign": 148). 
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her sister. In Villedieu's Nitetis, Cambise seeks a divorce in order to marry 
his own sister. Sexual deviance is nonetheless followed by a happy ending. 
In comedy, the tyrant figure is often reduced to a father opposed to his 
child's marriage. While the father has some power in the domain of his 
household and abuses that power frequently, the comic tyrant is no longer a 
king. Comic tyrants abound in the theater of Moliere (e.g., Arnolphe, Har­
pagon, Orgon, Argan), but the reduction in the scope of their power places 
them outside the domain of true tyrants. 
Not surprisingly, tragedy is the most diverse and rich terrain for tyrants 
and tyranny. Here, conversions are rare, and sexual desire, while still pre­
sent, is not a constant feature. Rather, we find far more bloodshed, includ­
ing murders often committed in conjunction with the establishment of a 
throne that has been usurped. While all tyrants can be said to have diffi­
culty mastering their passions, here that passion may be political rather 
than anything resembling love. Tyrants in tragedy are not necessarily them­
selves tragic. The potential for tragic stature exists, however, in the 
grandeur of a tyrant's aspirations, the hubris with which he places himself 
above all others, and his ultimate defeat.20 Some tyrants such as Corneille's 
Attila, Tristan L'Hermite's Herode (La Marianne), or Racine's Mithridate 
can be said to be tragic in this way. 
* 
* * 
The central focus of my examination of tyrants in the seventeenth-cen­
tury theater concerns representation; that is, how the tyrant, a figure of 
great power and danger, is presented onstage, integrated into the dramatic 
action, even dispatched. How does a tyrant abet or undermine dramatic 
conflict? Put in a slightly different way, how is the identity of the dramatic 
tyrant constructed in the context of the seventeenth-century stage? 
The seventeenth-century dramatic tyrant is determined first by the limi­
tations involved in dramatic representation and specifically the constraints 
inherent in the conventions of the seventeenth-century stage. There are two 
basic problems. The first involves scope: because of the unities of time and 
space, as well as the practical realities of a small stage and a troupe made 
up of a limited number of actors, the grandiose dimensions of the tyrant's 
world - his subjects, his battles, his public displays - cannot be represented 
on stage. The pomp and ostentation typical of tyrants cannot be fully repre­
sented, but only suggested. Second, because of the bienseances, the depic-
20 See below for an explanation of why the tyrant is by definition a male in the 
seventeenth century. 
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tion of the crimes of the tyrant is restricted. There may be no bloodshed on 
stage, so violence is confined to acts reported in recits. In a similar vein, 
what makes the sexual desire of an actual tyrant so terrifying is the lack of 
a censoring mechanism in the passage from desire to act; however, because 
there may be no enactment of sexuality on stage, inhibitions are in fact im­
posed on the stage tyrant. Thus, ironically, the representation of the onstage 
tyrant is limited in terms of the attributes and activities strongly associated 
with tyranny. 
Perhaps because of these constraints concerning representation, some 
playwrights prefer to forgo violent tyrannical acts during the course of the 
play, whether onstage or off.21 They do not, however, sacrifice such acts -
for one must abuse power to be a dramatic tyrant - but rather place these 
acts in the past or the future. A listing of past crimes and cruel acts is fre­
quent in tyrant-plays, and constitutes a means of credentialing the tyrant.22 
Tyrannical acts situated in the future are in fact perfectly suited to the 
theater: the tyrant voices threats, menacing those around him with what he 
will do. Future tyrannical acts exist only in the form of language, of course, 
and it is precisely in the domain of language that the onstage tyrant cedes 
nothing to his real counterpart. Threats of future tyrannical acts function 
very effectively to create an atmosphere of fear and dramatic tension. At 
times action seems to be on the verge of catching up to language: in Hera­
clius, Phocas three times orders the immediate death of Martian (whom he 
believes to be Heraclius), and each time Heraclius intervenes and violence 
is averted. 
The role of the tyrant-figure as the motor in a given play may vary from 
absolute centrality, as in the case of Attila, to relative marginality to the 
play's action, such as the king in Theophile's Pyrame et Thisbe.23 Most, 
however, have large speaking roles and occupy the stage for a significant 
portion of the play.24 Indeed it seems logical to provide this most powerful 
individual with the dramatic equivalents of power: speech and presence, 
both of which connote control on the stage. An interesting exception to this 
21 This is by no means the case in all the plays. See below. 
22 For example, Attila, IV, i; Marianne I, iii. 
23 The latter is marginal in two respects: first he never has any direct contact with 
either Pyrame or ThisbC. Second, the action of the play is not altered by his presence or 
his persecution of the young lovers. Madeleine Benaud notes that the character of the 
king was Thwphile's invention and appeared in none of the sources of the play ("Roi et 
sujets," 138). 
24 The most extreme examples are Attila, Herode (La Marianne), and Neron (Tris­
tan L'Hermite's La Mort de Sen�que), all of whom have the largest speaking role in 
their respective dramatic universes and who are on stage for over 1000 lines of the play. 
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general tendency is to be found in Corneille's Sertorius. The tyrant, Sylla, 
never appears on stage at all. His presence is palpable strictly in the dis­
course of other characters, and the tenn "tyrant" occurs 13 times in refer­
ence to him. In Sylla, Corneille thus found a novel solution to the problems 
of staging a tyrant. He is the absent center of Sertorius, for or against 
whom all the characters identify themselves.25 Similarly, Corneille keeps 
Auguste offstage in the first act of Cinna, thereby defining him as a tyrant 
in the eyes and the words of other characters. 
Corneille consistently chooses to have his tyrants avoid violent acts 
during the course of the play's action. Thus where Racine's Neron (Britan­
nicus) has Britannicus killed, Herode has Marianne put to death, Tristan's 
Neron (La Mort de Seneque) has Epicaris tortured and killed and forces 
Seneque to take his own life, and Du Ryer's Tarquin rapes Lucrece, albeit 
off stage, Corneille takes a completely different approach. In his five plays 
where tyrants are most clearly set out - Cinna, Heraclius, Pertharite, 
Sertorius, and Attila - no crime is committed by the tyrant during the 
course of the plays. While retaining the linguistic dimensions of the tyrant 
- the threats and the verbal fury - the acts themselves simply do not come 
to pass. Auguste undergoes a conversion, Phocas is assassinated, Grimoald 
cedes Rodelinde and the throne to Pertharite, Sylla abdicates, and Attila 
dies fortuitously. There is another consequence to Corneille's choice: his 
tyrants are less fearsome and more human because the criminal acts for 
which they are responsible all belong strictly to the realm of the past. 
Indeed, Corneille humanizes his tyrants in a variety of manners: from Pho­
cas who is as much a loving father as a cruel tyrant, to Auguste who has 
sought to atone for his crimes by showering Emilie and Cinna with his 
generosity, to Attila, who expresses his love for Ildione most fervently.26 In 
fact, this last example has provoked criticism, as C. J. Gossip notes: 
25 Monique Bilezikian finds that Pompee's allegiance to. Sylla makes it impossi�le for the fonner to attain heroic status. Sylla's tyranny constitutes a form of contagion 
that infects Pompu and is thus brought onstage through him ("Divorce, desordre ct 
!Cgitimite dans Sertorius de Corneille," Cahiers du dix-septieme 3.2 (1989): 4_). �n a different vein, it has been noted that Sertorius's heroic acts belong to pre-dramatic ume 
(Helen Bates McDermott, "Heroism and Tragedy: Corneille's Sertorius," Kentucky 
Romance Quarterly 30 (1983]: 119). Heroism in this play is thus confined to pre­
dramatic time while tyranny is relegated to extra-scenic space. Neither tyranny nor 
heroism is represented onstage. 
26 Auila: 
Ah! vous me charmcz trop, moi de qui l'ame altiere 
Cherche � voir sous mes pas trembler la Terre entiere, 
Moi qui vcux pouvoir tout, sitot que je vous vois 
Malgre tout cct orgueil je ne puis rien sur moi, (l l.817-20). 
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Critics have had a field-day deriding 'Jes scenes sentimentales, avec 
leur jargon de ruelles,' suggesting that •Attila est autant Celadon qu e  
fleau de Dieu; ... son tonnerre devient constamment chanson de ross1g­
nol et murmures de brise langoureuse. •21 
Clearly, nuancing the figure of the tyrant on the seventeenth-century stage 
has its potential difficulties. Attila's tyrannical grandeur, as he revels in the 
role of "fleau de l'univers," is no doubt less problematic for the spectator 
than Attila in love. One explanation for this reaction on the part of the 
spectator is that the tyrant-figure is strongly linked to the inhuman and is 
traditionally viewed as unidimensional.28 Thus an ambiguous, nuanced, 
lover-avenger is hard to accept. 
The traditional, monolithic figure of the tyrant entails certain unex­
pected consequences. He runs the risk of appearing almost comic at times; 
the mechanical rigidity of the tyrant brings to mind Bergson's essay on 
laughter.29 In part the potential for the comic in the tyrant is a function of 
an important shared characteristic: excess. The excessive nature of the 
tyrant and that of the comic figure are far closer on the stage than is likely 
in reality, because of the limitations on the representation of the tyrant that 
were discussed above. If the tyrant must be staged through language, the 
excess that characterizes him may at times border on the comic through the 
simple mechanism of exaggeration or hyperbole. Until the tyrant acts, until 
his power is felt, he is curiously similar to a Matamore.30 Herode opens La 
Pierre Corneille, Attila, in <Euvres completes, Ed. Georges Couton (Gallimard: Paris, 
1987), vol. 3. 
27 CJ. Gossip, "Attila and tragedy," Seventeenth-Cen1ury French Studies, 9 (1988): 
159; he is quoting M. Descotcs, Dix promenades dans le cimetiere cornelien (Paris: 
Pensec universelle, 1983): 91, and D. Momet, 'Andromaque' de Jean Racine (Paris, 
1947): 100. 
28 It is not surprising, therefore, that the tyrant was often associated with animals. In 
Pyrame et Thisbi, the king is linked with the lion: both scare the young lovers, but do 
not directly touch them. The tyrannical animal of choice in the seventeenth-century 
French theater seems to be the tiger: Herode is called a "Tigre inhumain" (I.A Marianne, 
l.1341); Torquatus. a "Tigre affame du sang" (Manlius, l.1480); and Auguste a "Tigre 
altere de tout le sang Romain" (Cinna, l.168). 
29 Henri Bergson, Le Rire, essai sur la signification du comique (Paris: PUF, 1940). 
30 The braggadocio figure was popular in France durin.g the l630's a�d l,640's �nd appeared in a number of plays, the most popular of which was C:orne1lle s �llus10� 
comique. See Fram<oise Siguret, "Matamore et Fracasse; theatre et 1conograph1e poh­
tique dans la premiere moitie du xvne siecle," Revue d' histoire du theatre 39 ( 1987�: 
243-54. Georges Couton notes that in Corneille's I.A Mort de Pompee, Cesar offers his 
services to Cleopatre: 
s'il est un trone qui lui convienne quelque pan, ii ira le lui conquerir. En verite 
Matamore ne s'exprimait pas autrement [ ... ) C'cst une disgrace qu'un conque-
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Marianne with a lengthy description of his own military feats and brags to 
his sister, Salome: 
Rien n 'est assez puissant pour me perdre aujourd'hui. (1.157). 
Daniel Gerould notes, 
The arbitrary exercise of absolute power by a deranged tyrant can be a 
source of comic pleasure to an audience - and comic not in spite of 
the arbitrariness, but precisely because of it. The ridiculous and the 
terrifying coalesce.JI 
Disproportion itself may be comic: the tyrant is all powerful, yet may be 
helpless: the king in Pyrame et Thisbe sends messengers to Thisbe with 
offers of love; she refuses even to listen to the king's emissary; later, the 
king sends two assassins to dispatch Pyrame, but they fail. Furthermore, 
one of them baldly lies to the king about what happened. This nameless 
tyrant seems unable to exert his power at all. 
The disporportion embodied by the all-powerful yet impotent tyrant is 
most often linked to the domain of love. It is common for the object of the 
tyrant's sexual desire to refuse his attentions (with varying degrees of suc­
cess). Generally speaking, this particular form of disproportion is more 
ironic than comic: the basic difference in political power between the tyrant 
and the object of his desire is reversed on the personal level. All of the 
enamored tyrants are to some extent powerless before the woman they 
love: Mithridate cannot convince Monime to marry him once he has tricked 
her; Marianne refuses Herode's attempts at living in peace; Ildione is in 
love with Ardaric, not Attila; Rodelinde refuses Grimoald's advances (Per­
tharite); Omphale will not accede to Torquatus (Manlius) nor Mandanne to 
the incestuous desire of her brother Cambise (Nitetis). Interestingly, the 
term "tyrant" is often used in connection with the woman in such situa­
tions, particularly by the tyrant himself. In Pyrame et Thisbe, the king 
refers to his love for Thisbe as "Ce tyran implacable" (1.211); Attila refers 
to Ildione's "tyrans d'appas" (1.896); Cinna tells Emilie, 
Auguste est moins Tyran que vous. (1. 1062). 
The woman can accede to the level of tyrant, that is, she may have absolute 
power, only in the domain of the private, the personal (i.e., love). In the 
public domain the term "tyrant" is simply not applied to women. Even 
Cleopatre in Rodogune is not called a tyrant. Her power can only be exer-
rant soit toujours Picrochole par quelque cote et que leur langage ne pennette pas 
de distinguer vrai et faux brave. ("Notice" to La Mort de Pompee, in Pierre 
Corneille, <Euvres completes (Paris: Gallimard, 1980), vol. I, 1725). 
31 "Tyranny and comedy," New York Literary Forwn 1 (1978): 4. 
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cised through a man; a king must sit on the throne of Syrie. Thus, typically, 
tyranny is balanced onstage between the public domain where the male 
tyrant is all-powerful and the private domain where women withhold love. 
The threat of dramatic imbalance which the tyrant represents because of his 
absolute power is thus mitigated. The frustration of the tyrant is highly 
ironic: his status as a tyrant comes from his using political power for per­
sonal ends, and yet it is precisely in the realm of the personal that he is 
most ineffectual. 
While the tyrant may be ineffectual at obtaining the affections of the de­
sired woman, he doesn't hesitate to act out his desires. Tiridate voices his 
amorous tyranny thus: 
Plus on est violent, plus on est amoureux. 
(L'Amour tyrannique, 1.11 18).32 
In Pyrame et Thisbe, the king says to an absent Thisbe: 
Tu syauras que je regne, et que la tyrannic 
Me peut bien accorder ce que I' Amour me nie ( 11.665-6). 
A number of women propose a fittingly violent solution to their situation as 
powerless object: they contemplate killing the tyrant themselves during a 
moment of intimacy.33 Ildione even speaks of a tradition of such murders: 
Assez d'autres Tyrans ont peri par leurs femmes. (1.701). 
This reaction speaks to both the desperation of the women and the con­
tagion of lawlessness that the tyrant institutes.34 
32 The acting out of one's forbidden desires provides an explanation for the attrac-
tion of the figure of the tyrant for audiences. Bushnell states: 
In giving in to the unlawful desires that most of us satisfy only in our dreams, the 
tyrant does, waking, what we all secretly want to do: in Plato's tenns, eat forbid­
den foods, sleep with mother, man, god, or beast, and murder indiscriminately. 
(Tragedies of Tyrants, 13). 
33 Both lldione and Honorie suggest such a solution at different moments (Attila, 
11.701 and 1084). In Sertorius, Viriate threatens Perpenna in this manner (11.1780-84); 
in Cinna, Emilie imagines herself as Auguste's wife: 
Je recevrais de lui la place de Livie 
Comine un moyen plus siir d'attenter a sa vie (11.81-82). 
In Aretaphile, Nicocratte's mother rightly accuses Aretaphile of having plans to poison 
the tyrant (11.489-90, 493-94). 
34 Robin Carter describes how in Lope de Vega's Fuenteovejuna, the Commenda­
dor's tyranny eventually leads to a similar reaction in the people: they murder the tyrant 
and become "utterly lawless-that is, tyrannical" ("Fuenteovejuna and tyranny," 325). 
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• 
• • 
In a play in which a tyrant appears, it is almost invariably the case that 
the tyrant can be read as the "problem" of the play. The weight of the tyrant 
is such that he is the source of disorder and imbalance; his presence 
disturbs the natural order of things and imposes the reign of the arbitrary )S 
Thus a play containing a tyrant must find a solution for the tyrant in order 
for the play to reach a satisfying conclusion. The most obvious solution is 
death. But as we have seen, such a resolution is problematic on the seven­
teenth-century stage both because of the bienseances and because of the 
respect universally paid the throne. The conspiracy to commit such a mur­
der is nonetheless the focus of several plays (La Mort de Cesar, La Mort de 
Seneque, Cinna), but the outcomes of the conspiracies are decidedly 
mixed.36 Of the group of tyrant plays that I examined, only three other 
plays involve assassination (Aretaphile, Lucrece, and Heraclius) and in 
each case there are moves to attenuate the murder. In Du Ryer's Aretaphile, 
the tyrant, Nicocratte, is not killed qua tyrant, but while wearing a disguise. 
The murderer believes him to be someone else and believes that the murder 
he is committing will win him Nicocratte's favor. At the same time, it is an 
assassination, because the murderer's confusion was carefully planned by 
the tyrant's brother. In Du Ryer's Lucrece, the spectator is given to under­
stand that Lucrece's father and Brute will kill the criminal Tarquin after the 
curtain falls; thus the tyrant's death is implied rather than committed. 
Corneille's Heraclius provides perhaps the most complex set of deflec­
tions. It was Leontine's project to have Phocas's own son, Martian, kill his 
father. The taboo against parricide being even greater than that against 
tyrannicide, much of the play is taken up by hesitations and confusion on 
the part of the two young men whose identities are uncertain, one of whom 
is Phocas's son and the other of whom has been raised as that son. To have 
either of them murder Phocas would have been scandalous, all the more so 
because this particular tyrant also has the heart of a father. The solution is 
an outside party, Exupere, who st.rikes offstage, thus protecting both young 
men from having to act. 
35 Emblematic of the disorder instituted by the tyrant is Cambisc's desire to marry 
his sister, Mandannc. She says: 
Cc monstrc au �pris des loix de la nature, . . 
Vcut confonclrc lcs noms ct d'cspousc ct de sarnr (Nireris, 11.157-160). 
36 The only conspiracy to succeed in this group is the first, in which Cesar is assas­
sinated. Sec Roger Guichcmcrrc, "A propos de La Mort de S�n�que: !es tragedies de la 
conjuration," Cahiers Tristan l'Hermire 4 (1982): 5-14. 
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The death of the tyrant is far more palatable to the seventeenth-century 
audience if it is not an assassination. Both Cambise in Nitetis and Mithri­
date act to take their own lives when faced with a military situation in 
which they believe themselves (mistakenly in both cases) to be cornered. In 
Rotrou's Cosroes, the eponymous character takes his own life when he 
sees his wife dying, poisoned. Attila's death of apoplexy is a deus ex 
machina and a perfect solution for a dramatic impasse in which Attila had 
all of the power and none of the other characters had any.37 The other 
primary dramatic solution to the problem of the tyrant is conversion. If he 
is not to be killed, he can simply cease to be a tyrant. Conversion is well­
suited to the stage because of its spectacular nature: unlike the death of the 
tyrant, conversion happens before our eyes. It is a standard move in tragi­
comedies where sudden shifts are the norm.38 Thus, in Villedieu's Manlius, 
Torquatus abandons his own desire at the end and allows his son to both 
live and marry Mandanne. In the same vein, in Scudery's Amour tyran­
nique, Tiridate is suddenly moved by his wife's generosity and declares: 
Tyranniques transpons, fureur, haine, courroux, 
Je ne vous suivrai plus; allez, retirez-vous ( 11.1835-6).39 
37 In Anne Ubcrsfeld's terrns, 
La force est tout l l'avantagc d'Auila. Les rois sont ecrases, depouilles, humilies 
l mon, et ii ne leur restc qu'un pouvoir nominal, tandis quc Jc pouvoir d' Attila 
est cffcctif, brutal, sans droit, purcmcnt machiaveliquc ct sans aucunc pretcntion 
l la justice. ("Corneille: du roi au tyran, un itinerairc," l'image du souverain 
dans le thidtre de 1600 cl 1650. Actcs de Wake Forest, Ed. Milorad R. Margitic 
and Byron R. Wells, Biblio 17, Vol. 37, Tilbingen, 1987: 35). 
38 According to Antoine Soare, if in cenain tragedies 
le malheur n'arrivc plus par !'esprit, mais par Jes passions, la tragi-comedic de­
joue l coups de conversions le detcrrninisme psychologiquc quc postule la trage­
die. Le tyran assoiffe de sang rcdevient subitcment le bon roi qu'il est par nature, 
ct la furic rctrouvc tout l coup sa douceur foncierc. ("Parodic ct catharsis tragi­
comiquc," French Forum 9 (1984): 281) 
39 The simplicity of such conversions is underlined by Truchct in discussing this 
play: 
Aucune hesitation, aucun trouble, si cc n'cst un fugitif eclair de raison dans lcs 
stances du quatrieme acte, n'avait donncr l pcnser qu'il pOt cxister en l'ame de 
cc pcrsonnagc une lune quelconquc, ni Jes gerrncs d'un retour l la vertu; et 
pourtant, quand cc retour s'accomplit, Jes autres pcrsonnages ne semblent pas 
s'cn etonner, ni mettre en doute sa sincerite. Un denouement aussi arbitraire fait 
ressembler l' Amour ryrannique aux vicilles tragi-comCdics de Hardy. ("Notice," 
Georges de Scudery, L'Amour ryrannique, in Thedtre du XVII� si�cle [Paris: 
Gallimard, 1986] vol. 2, 1404). 
Truchet's choice of the terrn "arbitraire" is interesting, because it is precisely the 
arbitrary which characterizes the tyrant in the first place. Sec Gerould, above. 
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But conversion is not limited to tragi-comedy. While Grimoald's status as a 
tyrant in Pertharite is open to debate (see below), it is certain that he aban­
dons all characteristics of a tyrant in the last scene as he gives the throne 
and Rodelinde back to Pertharite. One is struck by the artificiality of the 
process of conversion in this play: 
Mais c'est trop retenir ma vertu prisonniere. 
Je lui dois comme a toi liberte toute entiere, 
Et mon ambition a beau s'en indigner, 
Cette vertu triomphe, et tu t'en vas regner. (1 1 . 1819-22) 
The most famous of the conversions of tyrants is of course that of 
Auguste in Cinna. Unlike the other examples in which the arbitrary and the 
artificial seem to dominate, here there is a profound psychological and even 
political transformation that is prepared and thus less astonishing.40 Octave 
the violent usurper becomes Cesar Auguste, emperor. 
Other solutions to the problem of the tyrant are possible as well. Tristan 
L 'Hermite seems to have preferred madness. Herode, after having had his 
beloved Marianne put to death, completely loses touch with reality: he for­
gets that she is dead, blames others for her death, wants to die himself, and 
is overcome by hallucinations. Neron, as well, in La Mort de Seneque, has 
horrifying visions after Epicaris and Seneque have died. In Manlius and 
Nitetis, the people rise up against the tyrant. In Sertorius, the tyrant is 
eliminated in a non-violent fashion: he simply resigns. Sylla's absence on­
stage is simply converted to complete absence as the tyrant removes him­
self from the political arena. Occasionally, the problem of the tyrant is not 
resolved at all. In Pyrame et Thisbe, while the king has had little effect on 
events, he remains in power at the close of the play. Even more unsettling 
is the denouement of Britannicus. Despite Agrippine's prophecies of his 
eventual death, Neron's tyranny is just beginning at the close of the play. In 
some sense, the tyrant is a problem that is never resolved. New plays 
appear to consider different tyrants and different tyrannies. 
40 Even here, however, credibility is an issue. Matthew Wikander reports an anec­
dote concerning Napoleon and Cinna. The emperor said he was unable to understand 
the ending of the play until he saw Monvel playing the role of Auguste. Then he saw 
not only Monvel's consummate acting but Auguste's own talent as an actor: 
Mais une fois, Monvel, jouant devant moi, m'a devoile le mystere de cette grand 
[sic] conception. II prononc;a le Soyons amis, Cinna d'un ton si habile et si ruse 
quc je compris que cette action n'etait que la feintc d'un tyran. J'ai approuve 
commc calcul ce qui me semblait pueril commc sentiment. (Princes to Act; 
Royal Audience and Royal Performance 1578-792 [Baltimore: Johns Hopkins 
University Press, 1993]: 155). 




Tyrants raise important issues of identity and identification for the 
theater. How can we determine who is and who is not a tyrant? The fact 
that the words rex and tyrannos were until the fourth century B.C.E. used 
interchangeably reflects the reality that kings at times slipped easily into 
the role of tyrant.41 Where is the line between the two? Pompee points out 
resemblances between Sertorius's situation of power and that of Sylla: 
Ne vit-on pas ici sous !es ordres d'un homme, 
N'y commandez-vous pas comme Sylla dans Rome? 
(Sertorius, 11.893-94). 
Julius Caesar furnishes the classic example of indeterminacy: whether in 
Scudery's La Mort de Cesar or Shakespeare's Julius Caesar, the assassi­
nated emperor epitomizes the difficulties involved in trying to label some­
one a tyrant.42 Cinna, highly conscious of this particular antecedent, un­
derstands that the line will be drawn for him: 
Demain,j'attends la haine, ou la faveur des hommes, 
Le nom de parricide, ou de liberateur. (11.250-1). 
Many of the plays examined establish the status of tyrant through the 
violent crimes committed, whether before or during the action of the play. 
Another dramatic means of establishing identity, and one that is virtually 
universal in theater, is linguistic: a tyrant is constituted by the application 
of the term "tyrant." Naming a thing makes it so. Bushnell notes that "the 
term tyrant itself was a political weapon," and that if one could define 
one's enemy as a tyrant, one could depose him.43 Indeed, the term is hurled 
41 Bushnell, Tragedies of Tyrants, 10 and 42. For a detailed discussions of the word 
tyrant, sec Andrcwcs, 20-30. 
42 Robert S. Miola provides a solid discussion of this issue in Shakespeare's play 
("Julius Caesar and the tyrannicide debate," 271-289). Bushnell notes that Sophocles' 
Antigone and Shakespeare's Julius Caesar "ask the hardest questions about tyranny: 
What is a tyrant? How do we name him? How do we fashion him as the enemy?" 
("Stage Tyrants," 71 ). Both Creon and Caesar are called tyrants, yet they are morally 
upright men in their exercise of power (72). 
43 Tragedies of Tyrants, 78-79. M. L. Clarke report.s that Thomas Hobbes thought 
that rebellion against monarchs was encouraged by the study of classical authors: 
From the reading of such books, men have undertaken to kill their Kings, 
because the Greek and Latin writers, in their books and discourses of Policy, 
make it lawful and laudable for any man to do so; provided before he do it he 
call him a tyrant. (The Noblest Roman: Marcus Brutus and his Reputation 
[Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1981): 91-2). 
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about a great deal in these plays. Corneille provides several extreme cases 
of the frequency of the term: Herac/ius contains 62 uses of tyran or tyran­
nique; Pertharite, 55.44 The term "tyrant" both provides an identification of 
the character for the audience and a justification for all opposition, partic­
ularly conspiracy. It even serves as a means to identify the speaker: in 
Racine's Alexandre, Porus's opposition to the great conqueror is marked by 
his use of the term "tyran;" Alexandre himself is not made into a tyrant by 
it. The hollowness of the term is sometimes emphasized by its very 
fluidity. In Pertharite, Grimoald complains to Edtiige that she used to call 
him a hero, but now 
Je ne suis qu'un Tyran parce que j'airne ailleurs (1.290). 
Thus the term cannot be counted on as invariably denoting a real-world 
object, and must be judged within the context of the speaker and the situa­
tion of speech. 
Several of the tyrant plays deal with other issues pertaining to the limits 
of one's identity as a tyrant. In Britannicus, Racine depicts Neron becom­
ing a tyrant, crossing the line from law-abiding ruler to a lust-driven 
murderer. In Cinna, Corneille tackles the opposite problem: how may one 
cease to be a tyrant and become a king, or in this case, an emperor? Here, 
the question is complicated by the issue of legitimacy. Usurpation being 
one of the defining characteristics of the tyrant, it must be overcome.45 And 
this can be accomplished, as Cinna instructs Auguste, by "gouvernant jus­
tement" ( 1 .426). Auguste legitimizes himself and sheds his tyrannical past 
through heroic self-mastery. But as we saw in the anecdote concerning 
Napoleon's reaction to Cinna, it is far easier to depict convincingly the be­
ginnings of a tyrant than to represent the point at which a tyrant becomes a 
legitimate ruler. 
In Pertharite, Corneille considers identity from a different angle when 
he presents the issue of feigning to be a tyrant. Grimoald usurped the Lom­
bard throne from Pertharite who himself had usurped power from his 
brother Gundebert. At the outset of the play, Grimoald is making a strong 
bid for legitimacy by virtuous rule. He is beloved and respected by all. 
44 Note too Cinna: 29; Sertorius: 24; Attila: 24. 
45 Corneille deals with the issues of legitimation and usurpation in CEdipe as well. 
Anne Ubersfeld points out that 
CEdipe est dans la situation paradoxale d'etre un usurpateur legitime, ou plus ex­
actement, tant qu'il est usurpateur, ii est innocent, et ii n'est coupable que quand 
on s'aper�oit qu'il est legitime. ("Corneille: du roi au tyran, un itineraire," 21). 
In the case of CEdipe, legitimacy is established by a rectified identification. 
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Even Pertharite's wife, Rodelinde, is forced to admit his virtues.46 And he 
explicitly refuses to use his political power for personal ends, telling his 
corrupt advisor, Garibalde: 
Porte, porte aux Tyrans tes darnnables rnaxirnes, 
Je hais I' Art de regner qui se perrnet des crimes (11.563-4 ). 
But faced with Rodelinde's repeated refusal of his attentions and then with 
the surprise reappearance of the deposed Pertharite, Grimoald takes refuge 
in the stance of a tyrant. He threatens to kill Rodelinde's child and refuses 
to believe that Pertharite is who he claims to be, again threatening violence. 
But just as the throne is far from stable in this play, so the identity of the 
tyrant is impermanent, temporary, and dependent on circumstances. In 
Pertharite, being a tyrant is not a question of essence. As Pertharite points 
out to Rodelinde: 
D'un conquerant si grand, et d'un Heros si rare, 
Yous faites trop longternps un Tyran, un barbare, 
II l'est, mais seulement pour vaincre vos refus, 
Soyez a lui, Madame, ii ne le sera plus, ( 1 1 . 1455-8) 
If Grimoald were not frustrated in his desires, he would not be a tyrant. 
While such a view can be seen as optimistic insofar as it allows for the 
transformation of the tyrant into the non-tyrant, it is equally disconcerting 
when one considers that the virtue of the monarch is therefore equally un­
stable. In his generous solution to the problem of tyranny, Pertharite ne­
glects one consideration: his own existence calls into question Grimoald's 
rule by underlining the latter's status as a usurper. As Grimoald points out: 
Au moment qu'il [Pertharite] paralt, les plus grands conquerants, 
Pour vertueux qu'ils soient, ne sont que des Tyrans (11.1593-4). 
The identity of Grimoald as a usurper-tyrant would seem to be less suscep­
tible to easy erasure or transformation than his identity as an oppressor­
tyrant. The play suggests, however, that the identity of a usurper-tyrant is 
equally unstable, along the line of out of sight, out of mind. Pertharite 
usurped the throne from his brother, but once his brother was dead, the 
usurpation no longer seemed to be an issue. Again, in the case of Gri­
moald's usurpation, we find that as long as Pertharite is believed dead, the 
subject is not raised. 
46 She states: 
Je hais dans sa bonte les ca:urs qu'elle lui donne, 
Je hais dans sa prudence un grand Peuple charme, 
Je hais dans sa justice un Tyran trop aime. (11 . 168-70) 
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Not only is being a tyrant a temporary condition, but it is not clear 
whether Grimoald is a tyrant or only pretends to be a tyrant. Grimoald 
claims 
Des plus cruels Tyrans j' emprunte le courroux ( 1 . 1609), 
and reiterates later that he had merely taken on "Jes dehors d'un Tyran 
furieux" (1.1790). Grimoald's claims, however, do not seem entirely com­
patible either with the view put forward by Pertharite or with the brutal 
pressure that Grimoald exerted on Rodelinde, threatening the life of her 
child. Where in his other tyrant plays Corneille nuanced, complicated, and 
even humanized the tyrant, in Pertharite he destabilizes him. 
Grimoald claims to have been playing the role of a tyrant. There is a 
long tradition dating back to antiquity associating the tyrant with hypocrisy 
and acting.47 Usually the case is the reverse of Grimoald's: the tyrant typi­
cally feigns virtue. In Manlius, Torquatus trumpets self-righteousness in his 
intentions to punish his son for violating the law, hypocritically not men­
tioning that his son is his rival. Racine's Neron plays an acquiescent but 
duplicitous role with both Agrippine and Burrhus. Thus the tyrant is an 
actor. It is perhaps not a coincidence that Caligula and Nero, and even 
Louis XIV, were greatly enamored of and/or engaged in theater, acting in 
public performances.48 
Bushnell states: 
The theatrical tyrant is politically dangerous not only because his 
theatricality undermines the difference between king and tyrant, but 
also because it releases desire.49 
Since ancient times, theater has been periodically accused of inciting im­
moderate desire in both actors and audience through its representation.SO 
Thus we find the exemplary figure of immoderate desire - the tyrant -
represented in a context that is itself perceived to elicit such desires in the 
47 Aristotle suggested that a wicked tyrant would do well to practice public rela­
tions - political theater - if he wished to retain power and did not want to become 
vinuous (Bushnell, Tragedies of Tyrants, 27). Consider also Gerould's assessment of 
Shakespeare's Richard l//: "All is fraudulent, for the tyrant is in essence an actor" 
("Tyranny and Comedy," 17- 18). 
48 Bushnell, Tragedies of Tyrants, 62, n. 78 and 79. 
49 Tragedies of Tyrants, 61.  
50 Bushnell notes: 
The rejection of drama is inseparable from Plato's argument against tyranny, for 
the tyrant is described as a kind of actor, and the threat that tyranny poses is also 
the threat that drama poses (Tragedies of Tyrants, 18). 
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spectators. The tyrant thus both figures desire and conjures it up. The figure 
of the tyrant is a privileged crossroads between politics and theater for the 
seventeenth century, a figure in which power and desire meet, creating 
disorder and imbalance in a dramatic situation which demands resolution 
and order. 
